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Abstract-The original problem in an unbounded domain is reduced to a linear parametric eigenvalue
problem in a circle, which is convenient for numerical solution. The examination of the solvability of
this problem is based on the spectral theory of compact self-adjoint operators. The existence of guided
waves is proved, and properties of the dispersion curves are investigated. An algorithm for the numerical
solution of the problem based on the discretization of the equations using the finite element method is
proposed. Numerical results are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Optical waveguides are dielectric cylindrical structures that can conduct electromagnetic energy in the
visible and infrared parts of the spectrum. The waveguides used in optical communication are flexible fibers
made of transparent dielectrics. The cross section of a waveguide usually consists of three regions: the cen-
tral region (core) is surrounded by a cladding which, in turn, is surrounded by a protective coating. The
refractive index of the core can be constant or can vary over the cross section; the refractive index of the
cladding is usually constant. The coating is optically isolated from the core; for this reason, it is usually
neglected in mathematical models, and it is assumed that the cladding is unbounded from the outside.

We use the classical model (see [1]), in which the waveguide is assumed to be unbounded and linearly
isotropic; i.e., the refractive index n of the waveguide is invariable along the axis O.r3 and is a piecewise

continuous function of the transverse coordinates: n = n(x), where.r = (x1,,r) e R2. The core, i.e., the
domain Q, in the plane (x1, -r2) is bounded, contains the origin, but is not necessarily simply connected.

Within the cladding O, = R\O,, we have n = n*= const > 0, and

min n(x) > n-, ft+ = (flzxn(x) > n*.
^2 ^2r€ lK r€ lK

We assume that the magnetic permeability is everywhere equal to the magnetic permeability of free space

Po'

The guided waves of a waveguide are defined as the particular solutions of Maxwell's equations

poEl-[/Er+curlE = 0, edE/Er-curlFil = 0,

that have the form

xvt) -

Here, E zurd hil are the vector intensities of the electric and magnetic fields, respectively; E = (Er, Ez., Et)'
and H = (H v Hz, Ht)'are the amplitudes of these vectors; and

Jrrtnf + po{f)dx< +€. (4)

R2

Here, e = E0tr2 is the dielectric constant, es is the dielectric constant of free space, rrl > 0 is the frequency of
the electromagnetic oscillations, and B > 0 is the propagation constant.

(1)

ffi,', { ["1 
(x) exp r i( o' - B" ) r)

(2)

(3)
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Solutions (3) are plane harmonic waves propagating without distortions with the phase velocity ro/p in
thedirectionof theaxis 04;thelengthof suchawaveisZnl}.Thephysicalmeaningofcondition(4)isthat
the energy of the wave is confined in a certain bounded domain of the waveguide cross section (surface
waves are to be found).

Define the operations curlp and divp obtained from the operations curl and div by replacing the differen-
tiation with respect to .r3 with the multiplication by -ip:

curlPH =

Substitute vectors (3) into Eqs.

curlpE = -icopoH, curlpH = icr>eon2E.

Hence, using the identity divpcurlp(') = 0, we obtain

.uae(]"u.4a) = ta, divpll = o,

curlp(curlpE) = k'n'E, divp(n2E) = 0,

where 7, = /[oeo o is the wave number.

To design a numerical method, we must choose one of the systems of equations (6) or (7), which hold

almost everywhere on the plane R2. For the finite element method, Eq. (6) is more convenient because the

vector field H, in contrast to E, is continuous in R2 for all feasible values of the refractive index n. When Il
is determined, E can be found from the second equation in (5).

Let R* = {x € R : .r > 0 }. Consider the problem

find (0, k) e R1 and H € [L2(R2)]3, where H +0,satisfying (6). (0r)

An exact solution of problem 19t; is known for the waveguide with a circular cross section with a con-
stant refractive index [1] (this solution is represented in the form of characteristic equations). The points
(B, k)-the solutions of problem (9 r) for k e (0, 6l-are shown in Fig. I a. An analysis of the characteristic
equations shows that the points (B, k) belong to smooth monotonically increasing curves, which are called
dispersion curves. In turn, the dispersion curves F = F(/.) lie on the cone

A = {(F, k) : pln*< k <$/n*,8 > 0}

and have a linear asymptote as k * -. For each fixed k > 0, there is a finite number m(k) of solutions
(t, P(,t), H;(k; x)) of problem (9P r), m(k) > 2. The function m= m(k) (k > 0) is nondecreasing, and m(k) *
- as ft + €. The points t at which the function m(/<) is discontinuous are called cut-off points. At these
points, the number of solutions of problem (9 t) changes, and these points are of independent interest.

In the problem illustrated in Fig. I , the waveguide radius is 1, the refractive index is J1 , andn- = 1. The
dotted line indicates the boundaries of the regions A and K.

The properties described above are also true for waveguides with an arbitrary cross section and an arbi-
trary refractive index satisfying condition (l).A mathematical analysis based on the theory of unbounded
self-adjoint operators can be found in [2] . In that paper, problem (9 

r ) is considered as a problem of the form
A(P)H = kzH with respect to the spectral parameter k2, and the dependence k = k(F) is studied. In [3], a sim-
ilar technique is used to extend the results obtained in [2] to the case of waveguides with a variable magnetic
permeability.

The results obtained in [2, 3] give a complete understanding of the qualitative properties of the spectrum
of surface guided waves; however, in order to calculate the spectral characteristics of waveguides, numerical
methods are needed (see survey [4] and [5, 6]). The statements of the problems used in 12,3) arc not quite
convenient for obtaining numerical solutions. This is due to two specific features of those statements.

I aalarr+ iFHrf

l-roi, -u ri,:a.,1, divpH = H
ldH2tdxl -d H ldx2l
(2) to obtain the system of equations

. + - igH,.
oxz

(s)

(6)

(7)
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Fig.1.

l. The problems are formulated for the entire plane R2. For a numerical solution, special measures must
be taken to restrict the integration domain and to formulate additional boundary conditions.

2. Spectral problems (except for a point spectrum) have a continuous fragment of the spectrum- Although
the location of this fragment is known exactly, a numerical solution requires that false approximate solutions
be detected and discarded (see 14,7D.

Statements of problems suggested in [5, 8] are free of those drawbacks. In those papers, nonlocal bound-
ary value conditions (see [9-ll]) are used to reduce the problems that were originally formulated for the

entire plane R2 to equivalent problems in a circle. In [5, 8], the spectral problems are formulated in a circle
B* = C);; these problems have no continuous spectrum. Moreover, their spectrum is identical to the point
part of the spectrum of problem (9r). These statements are convenient for the finite element method. The
cost of this advantage is that the spectral parameter appears in the equation in a nonlinear fashion; more pre-
cisely, the problems have the form A(P,?,")H = l.H, where A is a compact self-adjoint operator. The solution
of such problems requires the use of special iterative methods.

In this paper, we propose a new formulation of the problem. In Section l, the problem is first formulated

in R2 in terms of the parameters (B, t), and, then, it is reduced to an equivalent linear eigenvalue probleml
A(p)H = F2B(p)H in a bounded domain B*. Here, the parameter is the transverse wave numblt p =

1-g - f *, A@) and B(p) are compact and bounded self-adjoint operators, respectively; and H = (H1, H2)

represents the first two components of the intensity vector H. Setting p = 0 in the equation, we obtain an
equation for finding the cut-off points (the cut-off equation). In Section 2, we examine the solvability of the
problem and investigate some properties of the dispersion curves. The results obtained in this section can
be immediately extended to the corresponding finite-dimensional problems stated in Section 3. In the final
section, we discuss some numerical results.

I. EQUIVALENT STATEMENTS OF THE PROBLEM

l.l. Linear Spectral Problem on the Plane

First, we recall the statement of the problem given in [2]. Let H be the complex conjugate of H. For the

complex-valued vector fields I/ = (Hv ..., H)'and 11 = (H'r, ..., H',)'(/ > 1), we define

H.H' = HtH'r+...+ H1H'1, lHl' = H'H, YH = (YHr,...,YH),

VH.V H' = YHt.YH'r+...+YH,.YH',, lVu12 = VH.VH.

I An eigenvalue problem is called linear (respectively, nonlinear) ifthe spectral parameter appears in it linearly (respectively, non-
linearly).
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Let Lz(D) and Wt2(D) be the Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces of complex-valued scalar functions defined on

the domain D g Rt; and Ht(D) = llz@)lt and VI(D) = tW)(D)l/be the corresponding spaces of /-dimen-

sional vector functions. The following functionals define norms in these spaces:

lHl'o = Jlul'a*, llHllzo = Jttvat' +lul21dx.
DD

The scalar product in V(D) is defined in the conventional way:

It is known that the spaces defined above are Hilbert, and the embedding Vt@) c H1(D) is compact if D is
bounded and has a sufficiently smooth boundary.

It was proved in [2] that the following problem is a weak formulation of problem (0t): fina (F, k, ID e

n x y:(R2)tt0) such that, for my It e F1R2;, it holds that

-/1 I 

-\
J({.,pH-tFE' + {oivunawpn')a* = o' I o' H'dx.
"^ \n n_
Rt*R2

(92)

Denote by r(F; H,II) the Hermitian form on the left-hand side of (9r).
Here, we call the reader's attention to an important advantage of the new formulation: the condition

divBfl = 0 (the second equation in (6)) is taken into account in the definition of the form c(F; ', .) rather than
in the definition of the space of solutions. As a consequence, this form is positive definite for B > 0 (see [2]):

(H, H')o = lfV n .Y H' + H - H'1dx.

D

Thisimmediatelyimpliestheinequality$21n2.<k2.Thecoefficient tln?-inthedefinitionoftheformischo-

sen so as to ensure that, when H = 0 in Oi , the identity (0r) takes the form

c(g: H,n = +f rlval' +g21al2yx vae v21R21.
ft*-.

R"

c(F: H, H') = j Irrr -Y H' +p2H.E'1dx - k'z I H. H'dx.
n-;, ,,"

(8)

(e)

Thus, H satisfies the homogeneous Helmholtz equation

- L,H + p'H = o, H e v31Q"1, pz = 9' - t'n'*

in C),. Hence, it follows that p2 > 0 (see [2]); therefore, k < Fln* and

lHl = exp( -plxDo(ll"lED, lxl * -.
When p is fixed, problem (9J is a linear eigenvalue problem with respect to k2. The corresponding spectral

problem has a noncompact resolvent (which is a consequence of the fact that the embedding tz3(R2) c
ff f Rll is not compact), and its spectrum has the continuous part lt? >-Fzln?* ) in addition to the nonempty

discrete part (see [2]).
Let us explain the nature of the dependence of problem (9r) on the parameter p. For the vector fields

H =(Hr, H2)'andH =(H,H3)'onD c R2, define v = nJ -n4,
curlH = dHzldxr-dHrldx2, divH = dHlldxy+dH2ldx2,

ao(g: H, H') = ;[{""n"curlFl'* {aiuuaiuF'* {va ,'v 4*1, E'1a",

i\r' ni n- n* )
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I bo(H, H') = fvH.H'd-r,lr7D
co(H, H') = Jv(VA, 

. H' -H - V A\1ax.
D

Note that v > 0 in R2 and v = 0 in C),. We also have the representation (see [2])

c(F; H, H') = a*,(Fi H, H') + iBc*,(,i./, H'1-P2b*,(H, H').

a2 ^2
c(F;Hp,H'r) = am'(F- piHp,H'r) =ryJn, irar.

n**R2
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(11)

(0:)

Then, (p, p) e K, and

(10)

1.2. Nonlinear Eigenvalue Problem in a Circle

Following [8], we reduce problem (0r) to a problem in a circle. Let C) =.Bp be an open circle of radius

R with the boundary f such that Cl, c Cl, Cl- = R'\Q, and Vf (Q-) = {fl € 1r(O-) : Hl,. = 91.

Definition 1. The vector function 11- e F(A-) is called a metaharmonic extension H e tllQ) to the
domain O* if H-lF = Hlr and

aa-(P: H*, H') = 0 VH'e VllO-;.

It was proved in [8] that a metaharmonic extension exists, is unique, and satisfies the identity (this also
follows from (9), (10))

j fv n-'Y-Ir + p'H-. H'1d.x = 0 vr1' e vflo-;.
o_

Foragiven HeW(Q),wedenotebyHre ll(RlafunctionsuchthatHoln=HandHoln_=H-(agluing
of F1 and H-). Let

K = {(F,p):9>0,0< o.^lta"l}W.
Consider the following problem: find (B, p, A e Rl x fu3(O\{0 } such that, for any FI e lF1Cr;, it holds

that

aa(p: H, H') + ipcs(H, H') -F'bn(H, H') + aa-(p; H o, H'o) = 0.

The following theorem establishes the equivalence of problems (9r) and (9).

Theorem l. Suppose (P, k,II) is a solution of problem 10r). Then, (9, p, Hld @ =
tionof(9),where(9,De K.Conversely,let(p,p,It)beasolutionofproblem(9).

18, k, Hr), wltere k = Jt-; ftt*, is a solution of problem (g2).

F' - t'r!) is a solu-

Proof.Let(p, k,I{)beasolution of (9).Thkingintoaccount(10)andthecoincidenceof theforms
boz = bsand c*z = co, we rewrite identity (9r) as

(92) : aa(p; H, H') + iBcs(H, H') -92bn(H, H')+ on_(p; H, H'\ = g.

Seningherell=0inC),weobtain Hla-=H-and H=Hp.Setting H'=H'oin(i/'-2),weobtain(9r).Since
(9, k) e A, then (9, D e K.

Conversely, let (p, p, II) be a solution of (03). Then,

(r2)
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Sening H'o = Hp here and estimating the left-hand side from below using (8), we obtain

g' t 11. (g' - p')t r'*+ o < p < p)e x.

Taking into account the definition of H'0, we conclude from (10) that 1p, k, H) is a solution of (9J for l& =

(ff - pz)tn2*. This completes the proof of the theorem.

In [8], the following representation of the form aa-(p; Hp, H'p) was obtained (the derivation was based

on the solution of problem (l l) obtained using the method of separation of variables):

/ 
'*o,(r)x a-,trrl).aa-(p; H p, H'p) = 

,) lDplQ)a{H)a1(H') 
+'-n- //=*

Here, H x H' = H rH', - HzH', , (r, g) are the polar coordinates of the point.r € f,

(13)

the next section.

No. 12 2005

Dt@) ='fiU+ K1(pR)1, K,13; = ,W,
2E

a/H) = *nl r r*, e)"-"* ds,
0

and Kl(z) is the modified Bessel function of order / (see [13]). Note the following properties of the functions
z * K(z) (l>0, z> 0) (see [8]). These functions are positive, monotonically increasing, and K, e C*(R*);

Ko(z) = O(-IIn(zD ?S Z + 0; K(e) S z, and K](z) s 2l when / > l. These properties imply that Hermitian

form (13) is bounded in 1/3(A) x Vr1O1 (see [8, and Lemma I below in this paper]).

In [8], problem (93) was considered as a nonlinear eigenvalue problem with respect to the parameter p.
Using the theory of compact self-adjoint operators, it proved possible to investigate the solvability of this
problem and establish some properties of the dispersion curves. However, it was not observed in [8] that, in
spite of the degeneracy of the form be and definiteness of the form ica (these forms are Hermitian), problem
(9r) wittr respect to the parameter B is simpler. In the next section, we consider this problem.

1.3. Linear Eigenvalue Problem in a Circle

Let us represent Eq. (gl) in the block form in accordance with the decomposition H = (H,llr)', H = (Hr,
H2)'.Below,weassumethatV=Vr(Q),V=V(Q),(.,.)=(.,.)o, ll.ll=ll.lln,andf.l=l'le.Forp>0,define
theoperatorsA(p),Bs:V*V,Cs:V-VandL(p):V-Vusingthecorrespondingforms(I1,
II e V and H, H' e V are arbitrary functions):

D1a(fla{H)a{H).

The properties of these forms and of the conesponding operators will be established in

(A(p)H, H') = (**rt""urlF'+ -f aiuuaiuE' * #^ O')r,

.,i (r,,r ilat(H) ;rrHt +!at{Hlxo,tu1),

(BoH,H') = Jv(.r)H 
.E'dx, (CoH, H') =

o

(L(p)H, H,) = 
J(*""

z\
YH'+\rr' lar* 2n'* ) ,'= -

Jv(x)n.
(r

Y H'dX,

-(n-ln*)z$e (8,

COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS AND MAIHEMATICAL PHYSICS VOI. 45
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Equation (03) is equivalent to the system of equations

hg: ',1,:i)t ;)= u'[ ?:)[ fl) (14,

where CI : V * W is the adjoint operator of Cs.

Eliminating Hr from this system (the operator L(p) is positive definite for p > 0 because D14(p) > 0 for
all f , we obtain the following linear eigenvalue problem with respect to the spectral parameter B2: find (p,
p,H) e K x A{0} satisfying the equations

A(p)H = pzn1p;U, B(p) = Bo* C{4p1-tCo. (go)

The third component of the eigenfunction is determined by the formula

Ht = -i9L-'(p)coH. (15)

It is obvious that problem (0:) and linear problem (9+) with determining /13 by formula ( l5) are equiv-
alent.

Remark 1. The operators A(p) and B(p) in problem (9 ) are defined on the space of complex-valued
functions 12. However, it will be proved below that they are self-adjoint real operators (i.e., they map real
functions to real ones). Hence, an eigenvector H of problem (9) can be chosen in the set of real-valued

functions tW;(O)lt, and, as aconsequence, the guided waves Hof the waveguide can be defined so that

H = (Ht, H2, iH), where Hl belong to the real space VVj(O) (/ = 1,2,3).

2. EXISTENCE AND PROPERTIES OF DISPERSION CTIRVES

Before examining the solvability of problem (90), we establish some properties of the operators involved
in it.

Lemma l. Suppose that, for an integer N e [0, -f, any H, H' € V, and p > 0, it holds that

N

srv(p; H, H') = I (r,4trl alH) ,,Cr I +!a,(H).*(H))
t=-N n: /

Then, the following assertions hold:

(a) s,v(p; H, H') e R r/H andH' are realfunctions;
(b) sfu; H, H) > 0, and this function does not decrease in p;

(c) sfu; H, H) < p(p) llHll2, where p(p) = 4nclpmaxl2, pR,UKo@R)l2llnI;

(d) dsru@; H,H)ldp < p'(p) llHll'?.

Here,c,l,istheconstantof theembedclingW)<al.Wt''(Dandp'(p)is thederivativeof p.(p)(tftt(p)=
maxla(p), b(p)], then F'@) = max {a'(p), b'(p)l).

Proof. Since a-(H ) = olH), assertions (a) and (b) are immediate consequences of the representation

N

s17(p; H, H') = Ko(pR;ao(H) clH) + ) K,1pn)(a/(H) r,,f Hl'+ a-,1r11 .ar(E'))
l=l

Na-

'n- 'o,rrla,f el + a,1f1a1ry*a!,r
(which can be verified straightforwardly) and the properties of the functions K(z). Here, F = H r - iHz.

COMPUTAflONAL MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMMICAL PHYSICS Vol. 45 No. 12 2005
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The norm in the space twt'' (Dl' is defined by

llHll?,r,r = i,,t,t'+ r;r/2la,1H;12

and llHll12, p S cq2llHll for any H e V.Assertion (c) immediately follows from the simple estimates

N

sru(p; H, H) < I d{p)la{H)1z, dlil = o,,,*\ltl,
t=-N n*

max{do@), d,(p)14,/ > I } < tt(il| cl,r:

srv( p ; H, H) < 1r( p) I c?,rllHlll1, r,. < p ( p ) ll Hll 
2.

Assertion (d) is proved in a similar fashion as assertion (c).

Lemma 2. The operator AQ)) is self-adjoint, real, and positive definite for any p > 0. The operator func-
tion A(p) is continuously differentiable and increasing on R*; i.e., the function p * (A(p)H, H) is increas-

ing for any fixedH e V). Moreovey

(A(p)H, H) > za(p)llHll2, mt|) - min{ 7, pzyln?*, 
(16)

llA(p)ll 3 M a(p), lld{(p)/ dpll s M'e(p),

where Me@) - (max{2, pzl + Zncl,2maxlpR, Ko@R) Dln'?* .

Proof. Let H - (H, 0)' e ll and H n = (Hr,0)" e Iz3(R2) be determined from Il using the metaharmonic

extension (in the definition of the form ae_ and in (l), (13), we must set I/3:0). Then,

(A(p)H, H') = ;f]"'nHrcurtni* {aiuHoaivHn + irr.";l*
;,\n- n* n* )

Since n- < n(x) S n* in R2, then

(A(p)H,H)>+ f {l"u.rHol'+ldivHol2 +p'1Hr1'1d* = +l(lvHol'+p']ttr1\a*>^o@)llilll'.,;;, n*il,

Here, the equality is verified using the integration by parts on the functions belonging to tq" (R')l', which

is dense intW)(R1l2.To prove (16), we use assertion (c) in Lemma 1. We have

(A(p)H, H) < + f {lcunr{2 + ldivHl2 + p'lHl')d"+ s-(p; H, H)
n*;

.max{2-' p2} 
f rlvHlt +ltll\1dx+ s-(p; H, H) s M e(illllll'z .n*;

Bound (d) in Lemma I implies

(ff"'") =',+lt*lzdx * #'-"tH' H) < M'o(DllHll''

The other assertions of the lemma immediately follow from the definition of the operator A(p) and
Lemma 1.

The following lemma is proved analogously.

COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS AND MAIHEMMICAL PHYSICS VoI. 45 NO. I2 2OO5
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Lemma 3. The operator L(p) is self-adjoint, real, and positive definite for any p > 0; the operator func-
tion L(p) is continuously dffirentiable and increasing on R*. Moreover,

(L(p)H, H)> m)@)llHll2, llr(p)ll 3 M /p), lldL(p)tdpll s M'{p),

where mt(p) =min{ l, pzllnl and My@) = mrx1{ l, p'lln?* + p(p).

Lemma 4. The operator B(p) ,s self-adjoint, real, positive semidefinite, and compact for any p > 0; the
op e rato r function B(p) is continuously dffi rentiable and noninc reas ing on R*. M o reov e 4

0<(B(p)H,H)< MrlHl', Me = v*+(v*n*)2,

l(ft"<rt", 
t)l 

= 
M',(illl*ll', M',(p) = zv1,?.tp+ F'(p),

(17)

(18)

whereV+=max{V(x),xe Rt}= n:} -n*2 >0.
Proof. The lower bound in (17) follows from the representation

(B(p)H, H) = (BsH, H) + 1f '1p;CoH, CoH),

and the nonnegativity of Bs and L-tQt). Let us prove the upper bound. Define H = l;t(p)CsH. The equality

(L(p)H,11; = (CeH, If) implies the bounds (see the definitions of the forms) lVHl . v.nl p; and plHl <
v*n*n-lHl. Furthermore,

(B(p)H,H) = (BsH,H)+ (CtH,H) = JvlHl'dx+JvVa-frax<v*lHl'+v*lVallHl<MBlHl'?.oo
The compactness of B(p) is a consequence of (17) and of the compactness of the embedding V(O) c IP($.
In the proof of (18), we use the following bound on the vector Il defined above:

(dB(p)t dpH, H) = (t-t @)aufll dp L-t (p)coH, c0H)

:*
(dL(p) t d p H, H) = 

z4lnf *,2 Dn{n)lo,@)l' < M'r(p)ll]glll' .

The other assertions of the lemma immediately follow from the definition of the operator B(p) and the prop-
erties of L(p). The lemma is proved.

Theorem 2. The set of solutions of problem (0 D can be represented as {(Fi(p), p, Ht(p)), p } 0, I =
I,2, ...1. Moreove4 the following assertions hold:

(a) F'(p)
cide only with afinite number of Fi@),i > I).

(b) The functions p 
- 

Fr(p) are monotonically increasing and have the Lipschitz p'roperty.

(c) (A(p)H,(p), H;(r)) = 6a.

(d)Fz@)-oasP-0.
Proof. Let us represent (9) in the form

B(p)H = I(p)A(p)H, U e V2t1O1, L(p) = P-2(il.
Here, A(p) is a self-adjoint bounded positive definite operator and B(p) is a self-adjoint compact positive
semidefinite operator. It follows from the theory of compact operators that, for each p > 0, this problem has

a countable number of positive eigenvalues of a finite multiplicity. We index them in descending order indi-
catingeachvaluewithaccountforitsmultiplicity:Ir@)>...,Lr@) *0as/--.Thus,wehavethe
sequenceFr@)=llL,(p),(Fr(p),p)eK,Ft(p)<...<Fr(p)('..,0,@)+@as/.*-.Theeigentunctions
H{p) (l = I,2,...) corresponding to these eigenvalues are orthonormal: (A(p)H;(p), Hi(p)) = 6,i.

According to the Courant-Fisher principle,

lr(p) = max min R(p, H), R(p, H) = !P!oJIl'llJ,' 'I\r ' vi u. viuol (A(P)H' H)'
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where the maximum is taken over all /-dimensional subspaces of 12.

The monotonicity of the Rayleigh ratio in p implies that ),1@) are decreasing functions and B1@) are

increasing functions of p (l = 1,2, ...).

Since the operators A(p) and B(p) are differentiable, the Rayleigh ratio R(p, H) is also differentiable and
1.1@) are locally Lipschitz functions for p > 0. Indeed, taking into account the fact that

4 n( r, 11, = 
(dA(p)t dp - R( p, \)d=!( p)t dp)H, H) 

.dp"\r'--'z (A(p)H, H) '

and the bound R(p, H) < Ir(p) for any H e V, we obtain

14 *r o, g)l < W' o( p) + x, ( p) M' u( il17" r@) t m e( il = M' *( p) < *.
ldp I

Furthermore,let Et(p) be the linear hull of the eigenvectors Hr(p), ...,H(p), and {p,p'} be the segment

connecting the points p and p'. We have

Ir(p') = max min R(p', H) ) min R(p', H)
vl n. v/r101 H€ vi\to)

H€Yi\{o} HeE,(P)\{o}

>L,(p) - c(p, p')lp' - pl, c(p, p') = ,{ax,,M"(s;.
Interchangin g p and p', we obtain lLt@) - f,@)l < c(p, p')lp'-pl. This inequality implies that Bi(p) are locally
Lipschitz functions because pr(p) > 0.

Define the vector fields I11 = ( 1, 0, 0)' and H2= (0, 1, 0)', which are constant in Q. Denote the linear hull

of these fields by Vl.Wehave Vl c V .LetH = c1H 1+ c2H2and lcl2 = lc,lz + lcrl2. Then,

R(p, H) .,---,i!','f - 1 
vo = Jv(;r) dx>o.\r ' -- ' - 

1nR2 pz lnz* + Do@)llrl'- o(P)' 
a

According to the Courant-Fisher principle, we have

?"zQ)>.. 
T::,^,R(p, 

H) > tts(p).
H € Y;UO)

Therefore, B3<pl < 0(p) 
- 

0 as p * 0. This completes the proof.

The dispersion curves F = 0,@) for a homogeneous waveguide with a circular cross section are shown in
Fig. 1b. Due to the symmetry of the problem, the upper curve is multiple: F'(p) = Fz(p) < Bj@) forp > 0.

We defined the dispersion curves F = 9,(p) for p > 0. However, it is clear that they can be continuously
extended and defined at p - 0. The operator functions A(p) and B(p) are differentiable for p > 0 and uni-
formly bounded inp for 0<p< I (seeTheorems 2 and 4). Therefore, the self-adjoint operators A(0) (a
bounded operator) and B(0) (a compact operator) can be continuously defined; for this purpose, it is suffi-
cient to sei p - 0 in the definition of A(p) and B(p), respectively, taking into account that K/(0) = 0. The

problem of finding (P(0), H) e R* x Ai0) such that

A(O)H = 8210;n10;u, B(0) = Bo(0) +C[L-t(O)Ct, fgll
which is the limiting problem (Oo), is called the cut-off equation; the numbers p(0) (/ = 1,2,...) are called
the cut-off numbers.

Theorem 3. Problem (9X) nas a countable ntunber of solutions (P(0), H(0)) (/ = l, 2, ...), where

Hr(O) = (1,0f andH2(O) = (0, 1)'in C),

0=gr(0)=F2(0)<F:(0)
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At a fixed B > 0, the nuntber of solutiorts of problem (9 ) is

nr(p) = max{/ : Fr(0)<8,/= 1,2,...}.

Proof. Consider problem 190; for p > 0. Due to the continuity of the operators A(p) and B(p) in p, we
have

(9,(0), Hr(O)) = linl(Fr(r), Hr(p)).

it is easy to verify that the kernel of A(0) is two-dimensional, and the functions H1(0) and H2(0) form a basis
in it. Therefore, B1(0) = Fz(O) = 0 (see also assertion (d) of Theorem 2) and Fl(0) > 0. The last assertion of
the theorem is a consequence of the continuity and the monotone increase of the functiofls p + Ft@) U =
1,2,...,p>0).

Corollary l. For any P > 0, m(p) > 2; for I < 0r(0), m(F) = 2.

Remark 2. Note that the operator B(0) = Bo + Cff L-r(0)C0 is defined on the entire space V even though
L-t(0) is not. The kernel ofL(0) consists ofthe functions that are constant on C). Let us define the operator

L:V-Vby
(LH, H') = (L(0), H, H')+ uolHlao@), H, H'e V.

It is easy to verify that L is positive definite and L-r(O)CoH = L-' Cutl Y H e V.Therefore, below we assume

that L(O) = t-.

3. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

Taking into account Remark l, we describe a numerical method for solving problem (90). Upon discret-

ization (which will be described later), we obtain the sparse real matricer Af (p), nl'r, Cl', ,ma Lf;q1,
which are discrete analogs of the operators A(p), Bo, C6, and L(p), respectively. These approximations
depend on two parameters: the real parameter lr (the characteristic size of finite elements, h .-_ 0) and the
integer parameter N, which specifies the number of the Fourier harmonics taken into account (N 

- 
-;.

Since we assume that the domain Q = Bn (a circle of radius R) is fixed, we do not explicitly indicate the
dependence on the third parameter R of the problem here.

The finite-dimensional approximation of (9r) is naturally described as the generalized algebraic eigen-
value problem

aftpluf = xlnl7ytl, nltpl = Bf'h + (cfo)'lrf(p)l-'cil,. (1e)

Here, Af; @) and gi @l are large symmetric matrices, ti <p> is sparse and positive definite, anO Bf 1p1 is
full (not sparse), positive semidefinite, and such that there is an efficient method for multiplying this matrix

by a vector (after an LU factorization of the matrix ti <pll. For each fixed p 2 0, we need to know how to

findalltheeigenvaluesl,f; =Ll<plofproblem(19)belongingtothegiveninterval(pzl(l-(nJn*)\,9'^^)
and the corresponding eigenvectors Hf; = nl @).

There are many methods that solve problem (19) subject to the constraints specified above. We used the
Lanczos method to solve the equivalent eigenvalue problem

Ax=lJx, A=S-'Bf;(p)S-' , Hl, =S-rx, l,f =tlp. (20)

This method only requires that the product Ax can be calculated. Here, 4 fp> = S'S is an LU factoiza-

tion of ni fpl For p =0, we used the regularization Af @) = Al, (0) + e,l with a sufficiently small e and the
identity matrix /.

To construct a discrete approximation of the problem, we used the finite element method with a numer-

ical integration based on a conformal approximation V1, of the real Sobolev space tVj (Q) (see [14, p. a7; fi]).
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Let us give a short description of the construction of V1,. Let T obe a family of triangular finite elements e
that form an exact regular triangulation of Q; i.e.,

C), = \-/ Z = f), ft = maxdiam(e).
ce91 ee!1,

We assume that triangular elements e of two types can be used: elements with three rectilinear sides and
elements with two rectilinear and one curvilinear side (curved elements). From the practical point of view,
it is natural to use curved elements only as the boundary ones when two vertices of the triangle e lie on dQ
or EQ;. Recall that Q = B n ) C);, where Q; is the waveguide cross section.

Consider a fixed element e e T h with the vertices a1, a2, and a3. We assume that its two sides ap2?nd
ap3 ara rectilinear, and the third side lies on the curve I parameterized by the arc coordinate 5; .r = 1(s), s c
[0, I], az= XG), at = XG), and l, = s: - sz is the length of the arc a2a3.If 2 is a basis triangle in the plane
(iftz) with the vertices D1 = (0, 0), h2 = (1,0), and fu = (0, l), then the mapping

x = x"(ft) = at * (a2- a)i1+ (az- ar)i2+ i,(i),
irt,(i) = t _ 4{X$z+ 

l"i) -lar+ (a3 - a)il}

defines a transformation of 2 into e that preserves the orientation and satisfies the relation a; = x"(h, ). It is
known (see [4, p. 48]) that this is a one-to-one diffeomorphism if f is sufficiently smooth (f e C) and h

is sufficiently small. Denote by i = *)t (*) the inverse mapping and by P, the set of polynomials

of degree q> I on 2 , and define the following space of functions on e:

P", = {(p: p(x)= FG"'QD),t,e Pr,xe e}.

If Qi(t)(i =1,2,...,m)istheLagrangebasisinPodeterminedbytheinterpolationnodesdl={di,i=1,
2,...,m\(i.e.,t0, e Pr,q,(h)=6i,i,j=1,2,...,m),thentheLagrangebasisin Pi consistsof thefunc-

tions <pi(x)= 0,(;r-r("r)), i=1,2,...,m.'fhey arerelatedtothecorrespondinginterpolationnodes0)" ={ai =
x"(ki), d, e et ) on the element e.

Notethatiffisastraightsegment(i.e.,allthesidesofearerectilinear),theni,(i)=0,x=x"(3)isan

affine mapping, and Pi is the space of polynomials of degree not greater than 4. In the general case, the

functions Pi are not polynomials; however, it can be easily verified that the restriction of an arbitrary func-

tion from Pi to an arbitrary side e (including curvilinear sides) is a polynomial of degree not greater than
g in the arc coordinate along this side.

Now,theapproximation Vy,of thespace V=Wtz(O)isdefinedas V,,= {vy,e C(O):vnl,e PiVee
fh l. This space is finite-dimensional, and the Lagrange basis in it is defined in the conventional way: if {D,, =

lai,i=1,2,...,n) isagridonQformedbyvariouspointsfrom\-/{to',eeTn},thenthenodea,€ohis
assigned the basis function g(-r) such that g(ar) = 6u (1, j = 1,2, ..., n).By definition,

un(x) = Ir,*,,"r, xe O, c, = u1,(a,), u1,e V1,.

i= I

For the numerical evaluation of integrals over the domain C), we use composite quadrature rules. I-et S1.;

U, = {P, 
corl'i;',.". R}, dimPn = m=(q+t)(q+z)tz,
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be a given quadrature rule on the element ? with positive coefficients:

M

Jv@ai =\e ,e1b,) = s(q).
2 i= I

Assume that it is exact on the polynomials belongin gto P2u-r .lf J,(? ) is the Jacobian of the transformation

x,(i), then the following formulas specify the desired composite quadrature rule S1,(')

JvG)a, = I Jvt,la' = I J"r"1l1*Q"GDdft
92 ee{1,e ee91,a

= I IU' J 
"(x"(b))91x"(8,))= 

Sa(q).

ee9oi=l

Using the approximations V,, and S1(.), we give a definition of the matri* Ail(p) that approximates A(p).

The definitions of the other matrices Bflo , CJh , and Ll @) are given in a similar fashion.

Let Ho = (H n, Hzn) e Y n= Vnx Vobe an approximation of the vector H,

HtnG) = fa,,g,{r), xe O, H11 = H11(a;), a,€ o)1, I = 1,2,
i= I

Hr=(H,,...,Hn)(l=1,2),andF{=([-[r,[-[2)'bethevectorofnodeparametersofthefunctionHy,.Then,

the matrix li <p> is determined by its bilinear form

(. " 2 \
nftpl[-[ ' Il{' = sr[1*.rHocurlHi, * {aiuunaivHi, + 

ft"^ "'^)
(21)

*,\*r(o n o)ar( Hn ) a-( H) + 
2$ 

a {H n; x r,1 nP)

The matrix ,tf tpi is the sum of two matrices As and Ap induced by the corresponding terms on the right-

hand side of (21 ). In practice, A' is calculated using the well-known technique of the finite element method.

Remark 3. When curved elements are used, there is no need for the calculation of the basis functions

q;("r). It is suffrcient to know how to calculate the basis functions Q, (i ), the transformation x = x,(i ), and

their derivatives at the nodes of the quadrattre b.1.

The matrix A. has nonzero entries only at the positions (i,7) for which the grid nodes n;, at e f . To cal-
culate these entries, it is sufficient to calculate the Fourier coefficients su= a{9) (l =-N, -N+ 1, ..., N,"ll
ai e D. Since grl; is a piecewise polynomial function of the arc coordinate of f, this integral can be found
exactly.

As for the accuracy of scheme ( l9), intuition suggests that, for sufficiently large N, the error in the eigen-
values is of the order hzq, and the error in the eigenfunctions is of the order hq (in the norm of the space V3).

We are going to devote a special paper to the investigation of the accuracy of scheme (19) and to the sub-
stantiation of the corresponding estimates. In that paper, we will prove that it is sufficient to take fairly small
N of the order ln(l//r) (this is explained by the infinite smoothness of the eigenfunctions in a neighborhood
of F).

4. NTIMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present some numerical results that illustrate the accuracy of the algorithm described
above and its universality. In the numerical experiments, we used the simplest scheme among those
described above (q = 1, the quadrature rule with a single node at the center of gravity of the element). To
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numerically investigate the accuracy of the method, we solved the problem for a waveguide with a circular
cross section with a constant refractive index (in this case, the exact solution is known, see I I ] ). We used the

following values of the parameters: the constant refractive index of the waveguide n = ,J-2, the refractive
index of the surroundings n- = l. The radius of the waveguide was equal to 1, the radius of the domain C)

was l.5, and the centers of the circles Cl, and C2 were identical. For each fixed p in the interval from 0 to 5,
the first six (with account for the multiplicity) eigenvalues Fr (/ = l, .. ., 6) of problem (20) and the corre-
sponding eigenvectors were found. The calculations were performed for the number of grid nodes in C) in
the range from 45 to2792. Thble 1 presents the results for the sixth eigenvalue pu for p = l.2.Here, h is the

maximal diameter of the triangles in the triangulation of Q, po = V;''' is the approximate value of the prop-

agation constant calculated for the given lr, err = lB - Fol/lFl, F = 3.M31is the exact value of the propagation
constant, n is the number of grid nodes in O, and np is the number of grid nodes on the boundary Q.

The results confirm that the approximate eigenvalue converges to the exact eigenvalue and the order of
convergence in fr is two. In all the other cases that we examined, the convergence rate had the same order.

We also solved the problem numerically for a waveguide with a rectangular cross section with a constant
refractive index. The results were compared with the experimental data presented in [16]. As in [16], the

sides of the rectangle C); were equal to l.5 and 1, n = JL08 within the rectangle, and n*= 1. The radius of
the circle C) was 1.5, and its center coincided with the center of Q,. The first four eigenvalues p1 of problem
(20) and the corresponding eigenvectors were found. Figure 2 shows the dispersion curves, i.e., the plots of
the functions 9r = F(p)-tn f or I = 1,2,3, 4. The solid lines show the results obtained wtth 2179 grid nodes
in the domain C); the dots show the experimental data presented in [16].

To demonstrate the universality of the method proposed in this paper, we numerically solved the problem
for the domain consisting of three circles of radius 0.4 tangent to each other. The center of Qr coincided with

the center of the circle Q of radius 1.5. The refractive index within C), was n = ,.J-2, and n- = 1 For each

fixed p in the interval from 0 to 3, the first six (with account for the multiplicity) eigenvalues p, of problem
(20) and the corresponding eigenvectors were found. The calculations were performed for the number of

Table 2

tly h n 9r erT enlhz efr.n

16

32

48

64

72

80

96

tt2
t54

0.39

0.2

0. l3
0.098

0.087

0.079

0.065

0.056

0.041

78

l5l
325

573

645

887

r264

l5l6
3 150

4.2436

4.1567

3.9839

3.9457

3.9423

3.9 r65

3.9081

3.9M1
3.8894

9.1 e-002

6.9e-N2

2.4e-002

1.4e-002

1.4e-ffi2

7.0e-003

4.8e-003

3.8e-003

0.s9

1.8

1.4

1.5

1.8

1.1

l.l
1.2

7.1

10

7.9

8.3

8.8

6.2

6.1

5.8

ny h n 0r CIT enlh2 eft'n

l8
36

54

72

r08

t26
t44

0.35

0.17

0.12

0.087

0.058

0.05

0.044

45

178

388

656

1528

2149

2792

3.9055

3.5444

3.4822

3.4675

3.4535

3.4505

3.4489

I .3e- I
2.9e-2

1.le-2

7.le-3
3.0e-3

2.1e-3

l.7e-3

l.l0
0.97

0.84

0.93

0.89

0.86

0.88

6.04

5.24

4.40

4.64

4.6r

4.60

4.66
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p
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J

Fie.2.

2

Fig. 3.

Fig.4.

grid nodes in C) in the range from 78 to 3150. Table 2 presents the results for the sixth eigenvalue Lt6 for p =

0.03. Here, h is the maximal diameter of the triangles in the triangulation of Q , B1 = ll;t '' is the approximate

value of the propagation constant calculated for the given h, err = lB - Frl/|91, F = 3.8894 is the approximate

value of the propagation constant obtained with 3150 grid nodes, n is the numberof grid nodes in C), and

np is the number of grid nodes on the boundary I-. The rate of convergence in the parameter h had the same

order in all the other cases that we examined.

In Fig. 3, the dispersion curves, i.e., the plots of the functions 9r= pr(p)-'t2 (/ = l, ..., 6) are shown. There

are only four dispersion curves because the upper and the lower curves are multiple due to the symmetry of

the problem: 9r = Fz and B5 = Bu. Figure4 shows, for p=0.2, the level curves of the function lHl= Jn'n
corresponding to B, = I .6136 (Fig. 4a) and to Fo = 3.9255 (Fig. ab). The calculations were performed with

3150 grid nodes within Q.
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All the calculations described above were performed with N = 20. The further increase in the number of
Fourier harmonics taken into account did not affect the accuracy of the calculations.
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